
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DONOTSUBVERGE X YOUTH MUSIC COLLABORATION 

 
To celebrate the official partnership between DONOTSUBVERGE & Youth Music, we want to 
allow you as Youth Music’s young creative designers to design your very own t-shirt. 
 
We believe music holds the power to bring people together through shaping communities, 
encouraging diversity and defining youth culture. Different music genres and their sub-cultures 
delve deeper than just your interest; it dictates the clothes you wear, your close circle of friends, 
your interests, hobbies and ultimately as a means of identifying who you are as a person. 
 
Our brand ethos is that only by breaking rules are you able to distance yourself from the 
restrictions and expectations which limit an individuals creativity and quality of life. Living 
independent of the rules and restrictions is where you will find art and freedom at it’s purest. 
 
We’re looking for a design which creates a visual representation of this connection between 
music, sub-cultures and youth culture. The design could depict what music means to you, while 
tying in our brand ethos and feature our signature ‘Wave’ brand asset as a point of reference. 
You may choose to adapt and alter the wave (see appendix for examples) to incorporate your 
style. Venturing away from our ‘Wave’ asset if you have an idea of your own is of course 
welcome, but the design must contain our branding, whether that be our name, logo or wave 
assets. 
 
The chosen winner will have their design used in our collection, credited across all our website 
and social channels, invited to join us on one of our shoot days to gain valuable experience and 
receive a £100 DONOTSUBVERGE gift voucher. 
 
Please submit your entries via email to hello@donotsubverge.com as a high-res image or file 
with the subject line ‘DNS X YM ENTRY’ by 11th May 2021. There are a limited number of 
entrants. The winner will be announced on X  
 
* If you require the digital files of our Wave, logo or workmark brand assets, please drop us an 
email to the aforementioned email address to request these. 
 
Good luck! 
 
DONOTSUBVERGE  

mailto:hello@donotsubverge.com
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